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CLIFF RICHARD SPEAKS OUT

"Love is forever"

FROM GO-SET'S LILY BRETT IN LONDON

Peter Dickie
- artist and singer

The Cherokees with their frantic stage act thrilled Sydney audiences during their recent visit.

From the moment they bounded on stage they had the Sydney crowds eating out of the palm of their hand. They were a sensation and the audiences were on their feet from the start.

Their ability to project themselves into the audience and take them along with them is their secret. They are obviously having fun themselves and this is the main reason why they are so popular in Australia.

Ian Meldrum listens thru keyholes

IAN MELDUM

Up to the time of the arrival of the Cherokees, this Melbourne group was virtually unknown. But due to their fabulous harmony and tightness shown in their stage act during their Battle of the Bands performance, the name The Cherokees became the talk of the town.

Their arrival in Sydney saw their first show which was released in about three weeks. Both sides are original compositions, titles? Do you think? Dreaming Along to Myself.

The lineup of the group is as follows: Barry Littlewood (lead guitarist), Dave Littlewood (rhythm guitarist), Graham Jones (bass guitarist), and Ian Meldrum (drummer).

MISS SWINGER

MISS SWINGER at CAPERLEA HAS A BALL BECAUSE SHE BOWLS AT THE GOLDEN BOWL, CAMBERWELL, CAMBERWELL

This week's Miss Swinger is ALLISON MCDONALD
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PROBY FLOPS IN ENGLAND

The success of the Australian pop group Proby and the British hit "Hark! The Hearse" has led to the rise of several new bands in the UK. Proby, who have been playing in the UK for several months, have been plagued by bad luck. Their first single, "Hark! The Hearse," was not successful, and their second single, "She's a Wild Thing," was also a failure. Proby have been playing in small clubs and pubs, and their performances have been met with mixed reviews. The group is now preparing for a tour of the UK, but the future looks uncertain for Proby.

Cliff and Shadows not breaking up

The Australian rock band Cliff and Shadows have announced that they will continue to tour and record despite a recent series of misfortunes. The group, who have been together for several years, have faced financial difficulties and personal problems, but they remain committed to their music. They have just released a new single, "Breaking Up," which is receiving positive reviews. The group is scheduled to perform in several cities in the UK next month.

Seekers in British concert series

The Australian rock band The Seekers have been announced as part of a new concert series in the UK. The group, who have been collaborating with British singer-songwriter Dave Clark, will perform in several cities in the UK next month. The concerts are part of a larger tour that will take the group to several countries in Europe.

Procol Harum breakup forms new group

The band Procol Harum, who have been playing for several years, have announced that they are breaking up. The group, who have been successful in the UK, have been planning a farewell tour, but they have decided to disband. They have formed a new group, called Procol Harum II, which will continue to perform their music.

British hits in U.S.

Several Australian hits have been successful in the US. The singles "Hark! The Hearse" by Proby and "She's a Wild Thing" by The Seekers have been charting in the US. The group The Seekers have also been successful with their single "Breaking Up." The success of these Australian hits in the US has been surprising to many in the music industry.

RAVING AROUND AUSTRALIA

Australia's Top DJs Chat Up the Scene - State by State

The music scene in Australia is thriving, with many talented DJs and record producers creating new music. In this feature, the Australian Musician's Journal interviews some of the top DJs in the country, discussing their favorite artists and tracks, and their experiences in the music industry.

MATT CHICAGO TAYLOR - ON HARMONICA

Matt Chicago Taylor, a talented harmonica player, will be performing at the Bay City Union this weekend. He has been playing the harmonica for several years and has developed a unique style that is popular with audiences. Matt will be performing with his band, The Bay City Union, and will be joined by special guest Charlie Musselwhite. This will be a great opportunity to see some great live music.

MATT

Favorite run and work most of their solos off these runs, Matt's harmonica playing is both versatile and technically proficient. Whether he's playing traditional blues or his own original compositions, Matt's harmonica playing is always impressive.
BIG SPECIAL OFFER
A FABULOUS 10 X 12 PHOTO OF
RONNIE BURNS
This is a real photograph—
not just printed.
Only a dollar
including postage.
Fill out the form
and mail it
today.
Send to: Photos, Go-Set,
2 Chapman Cres.
St. Kilda, Vic. 3112
Please send me a giant photo
of Ronnie. I promise to
postage note.
Name:
Address:

POPWORD ANSWERS

1. No, it's not.
2. Yes, it is.
3. It's a book.
4. It's a flower.
5. It's a bird.
6. It's a fish.
7. It's a tree.
8. It's a vegetable.
9. It's a fruit.
10. It's a musical instrument.

TOP TUNES FROM
THIS TIME
LAST YEAR

1. Yello Submarine: The Beatles
2. I Can't Help Myself: Four Tops
3. Can't Help Myself: Four Tops
4. Can't Help Myself: Four Tops
5. Can't Help Myself: Four Tops
6. Can't Help Myself: Four Tops
7. Can't Help Myself: Four Tops
8. Can't Help Myself: Four Tops
9. Can't Help Myself: Four Tops
10. Can't Help Myself: Four Tops

ONE MORNING LAST WEEK...
THE HIPPIES-
THE ARGUMENT IS ON!!!

FOR

Dear Go-Set,

I am writing this letter to thank you all at Go-Set for a great magazine, especially the last two issues. I say this as I am a great fan of the Beatles, and I very much appreciate your article on them in your last issue. "Why then?" Peppers' latest material, and the reaction to it, is something I am very interested in.

Yours in love,
An Aussie Hippie.

Salute for Go-Set

Dear Go-Set,

I am writing to thank you for the recent article on the Beatles. Their music has always been a great inspiration to me, and I am looking forward to hearing their new material. Keep up the good work!

Yours sincerely,
A fan of The Beatles.

More Musicians

Dear Go-Set,

I am writing to express my admiration for John Barry's new book on musicians. The photographs were excellent, and the book is thoroughly enjoyable. I look forward to reading more of his work in the future.

Yours truly,
A fan of John Barry.

[Image of a hippie]
Recently a group of enterprising people organized a psychedelic jazz concert at East Sydney Tech's Call Block Theatre.

Visually and sound-wise the occasion was mind-bending to say the least. This, explained the organizer, was the purpose of the programme.

The theatre itself, a converted stone cell from the early days, was jammed to capacity before the show had started. The stage was backed with large white paper screens onto which were projected movies, slides, coloured lights, huge shadows of the musicians on stage and whatever else lighting director, Gordon Mutch, threw appropriate. He used 24,000 watts of lighting, represented by three side projectors, a moon projector, two strobo-scopes, two mirror rotating machines, one pulsating light machine, and 28 coloured lamps, most of which he designed and constructed himself.

The musicians, including Graeme Lyall, Judy Bailey, John Sanger, produced music of a very progressive nature.

The main attraction was "Psychedelia" which set out to stimulate the feeling and emotions of an L.S.D. "first trip." By this stage of the evening the building was flooded with a mass of many types and Mutch and his two assistants worked frenetically at their task, generating large coloured spot lamps throughout the entire building and operating a large switchboard like some sort of bizarre piano. The idea was to make the audience much more than mere observers, to force some sort of participation in the inter-play of music and lights, through the whole atmosphere of the house.

The overall effect at times seemed almost overwhelming for some of the audience particularly those in the front row, whose participation was enormous as stray lights from their swaying heads in jerky movements.

This, up to date, has been the most successful of such mind-melting occasions and its success, we hope, will lead to another and perhaps more spectacular psychedelic jazz concert.

PHOTOGRAPHY: GRANT MUDFORD
Suits in shapes and styles

The new season is here and it is all about a mix with the square shoulders and John Maurice the fashion expert says, it's really international wear in the best countries.

The suit-trended and tailored suit type trousers are on the way in with a variety of new materials designed for every occasion.

Khaki-tailored and made in various lengths and widths, the trousers are perfect for a casual look. The fabric used is a good mixture of wool, cotton and polyester. The trousers have a variety of designs and are designed to be comfortable and fashionable.

What the well-dressed man needs for his season is a mix of the new fabric and designs. The trousers come in a variety of styles and are designed to be comfortable and fashionable.

NEW JERSEY CASUALS

55 Swanston St. Melbourne
An exclusive range of suits tailored in the best of materials, the trousers are perfect for a casual look. The fabric used is a good mixture of wool, cotton and polyester. The trousers have a variety of designs and are designed to be comfortable and fashionable.

The trousers come in a variety of styles and are designed to be comfortable and fashionable.

SARA HARTWIGS

43 Royal Arcade, Melbourne
This week sees a collection of suits tailored in the best of materials, the trousers are perfect for a casual look. The fabric used is a good mixture of wool, cotton and polyester. The trousers have a variety of designs and are designed to be comfortable and fashionable.

The trousers come in a variety of styles and are designed to be comfortable and fashionable.

TO ADVERTISE IN

A TASTE OF HONEY

PHONE TIM ON 94 1805 - 94 1824

A TASTE OF HONEY

MARKETS - SEPTEMBER 23 - OCTOBER 28, 1967

MOUNTFORDS

205 Bourke Street, Melbourne
A range of suits tailored in the best of materials, the trousers are perfect for a casual look. The fabric used is a good mixture of wool, cotton and polyester. The trousers have a variety of designs and are designed to be comfortable and fashionable.

The trousers come in a variety of styles and are designed to be comfortable and fashionable.

A tent dress for those long hot days of summer. In a riot of pastel-type print, wide, wide sleeves it floats along with you to any occasion. Approx. $12.00.

All clothes exclusive to Levis', 1417 Elizabeth St., Sydney.

Photographs — Grant Mudford.
A PAGE FOR CRAZY THINGS FOR YOU AND EVERYONE ELSE

LESLEY PIXIE

talks over your problems

MY BOYFRIEND AND I

Dear Lesley Pixie,

My boyfriend and I are forever having arguments over the littlest things. I love him dearly and don't want to break up, but if these fights continue I know we will. Can you please help us to do so as we really want to stay together? They were no help at all.

"Please help," Vick.

If you want to stop fighting then both of you should make great efforts every time a battle threatens. If he starts it you should refuse to become involved and vice versa. Laugh at the cause of the argument and point out how trivial it is to fight over such a small thing. Be firm but not too much so. He will be put off. This will be helpful.

Dear Lesley Pixie,

I'm in love with an older boy. How can I show him I like him? Thanks.

"Pam," Georgia.

Tell him how you feel. You will be surprised how easy it is to get someone's attention. This will be helpful.

Dear Leslie Pixie,

I am a senior and have very small eyes. Because of my coloring certain make-up doesn't suit me. My problem is how to make my eyes look bigger without the make-up clashing with my hair? "Sue," Victoria.

Sue Pixie writes her Beauty Notes advise - to harmonize with your coloring you should use eye shadow or color eyeshadow. A light frosted powder or dark color will make the eye appear to be more and look smaller. Use a thick line of white or black on the eyelid above the eye. Use a thin line of color to line and space. Curl your eyelashes for a wider eye and put on a liquid liner or water corners of the top layer. Wear false lashes on all suitable occasions.

FAN CLUB NEWS

At Christmas we are having a Fan Club Party. We will invite some of the top R&B artists to come. The party will be held at our Club House. If you want to come please let us know as soon as possible. "Fan Club"

Marilyn Faithfuls

Marilyn will be appearing on the "Lip-Synch" Show. "Lip-Synch" is the TV program that asks entertainers to lip-synch to their records. Marilyn has been asked by the producer to do her hit song "You Love Me." "Marilyn Faithfuls"

Sam's Favorites

Sam will be appearing on the "Lip-Synch" Show. "Lip-Synch" is the TV program that asks entertainers to lip-synch to their records. Sam has been asked by the producer to do his hit song "I Love You." "Sam's Favorites"

Lizzy's Favorites

Lizzy will be appearing on the "Lip-Synch" Show. "Lip-Synch" is the TV program that asks entertainers to lip-synch to their records. Lizzy has been asked by the producer to do her hit song "You Love Me." "Lizzy's Favorites"

Don't let this happen!! Get up a school petition!!

The Axe for God!!

Cuts are for admonition!!

These two top pop shows are being taken off TV by the powers that be. Don't let it happen so easily. We want every Gotter reader who has an interest in keeping our programs on or off to write to the Gotter NOW. Better still campaign around your school, office or class and get up a huge list of names. Brand your name in to TV Protest. E. O. Gotter, 2 Charmwood Cyns., St. Rd, Vic. NOW!!

The axe for God!!

Cuts are for admonition!!

These two top pop shows are being taken down off TV by the powers that be. Don't let it happen so easily. We want every Gotter reader who has an interest in keeping our programs on or off to write to the Gotter NOW. Better still campaign around your school, office or class and get up a huge list of names. Brand your name in to TV Protest. E. O. Gotter, 2 Charmwood Cyns., St. Rd, Vic. NOW!!
SHOW IT! & WEAR IT

You too can become a 'trend setter' whether for laughs or for a real hostess to goodness pround with your own crazy buttons.

The latest "OUT RAGE"

1st BUTTON 1st. 2nd BUTTON 1st. 3rd BUTTON 1st.

Me, You, I, We, The Greatest, Too Late, Go Go, I'm No Angel, I'm Not A Leader, Go Dream, I'm Not No Worries, Make Love Not War, Too Hot, I'm Not A Winner, I'm No President, I'm No President, I'm No President

THE GROUP GROOVE

The big sounds of the group... Chery Gray, Eden Kane, Mixtures, Gentle People, Final Four and more!!

WHERE? MELB. TOWN HALL. WHEN? NEXT FRIDAY - 16th.
TIME: NOON AND AGAIN AT 1 P.M.
COST: ONLY 50c

ALL PROCEEDS GO TO SPASTIC CHILDREN'S AID

FRIDAY IT'S HAPPENING

THE BIG SOUNDS OF THE GROUP, CHERYL GRAY, EDEN KANE, MIXTURES, GENTLE PEOPLE, FINAL FOUR AND MORE!!
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ALL PROCEEDS GO TO SPASTIC CHILDREN'S AID

THE GROUP FAN CLUB

THE GROUP 1805 84 245

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
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SAT. STRANGERS
MIXTURES
MARTY KRISTIAN
YOUNG ONCE
THE BEATOVENS

SUN. TWILIGHTS
LOVED ONES
MASTERS, APPRENTICES

ORMOND HALL, MOUNTVAY ST., 8TH. YARRA

ANDY JAMES ASYLUM
ROOK 62 2164
FOR THE WILDEST
GROUPS ON THE SCENE
BLUES RAGS & HOLLERS

“alfred’s invention”
dance this saturday night
BASIN ST. BLUES BAND
TRIBE - GUESTS

audios invention
SWAR STREET, MOORABBIN
behind the marvelous bowl

NOW AVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE
DANCES and PARTIES

TRIBE
Telephone 67 5468 (day)
or 50 3942 (night)

MANAGER
WANTED
FOR EXPERIENCED AND QUALIFIED
MALE SINGER
Ring Mike 53 9021 5-7 p.m.

FEMALE SINGER

WANTED
ALL OF MELB’S BLUES
AND JAZZ BANDS
Especi9y Jeffery Blues Band
TO RING A.H. 78 5060
MONDAY OR WEDNESDAY NIGHTS

AUSTRAIIAN ENTERTA
• WILD CHERRIES
• RAM JAM BIG BAND
• LEVI SMITHS CLEFS
• LAURIE ALLEN REVUE
• MAX MERRIT & THE METEROS
• SOMEBOBIES
IMAGE
GINGERBREADMEN
BAY CITY UNION
EXECUTIVES

INMENT EXCHANGE 94 3329
94 3349

———

CATCH

THE CHELSEA SET
26 4015

BORBY JAMIES
SYNDICATE
85 3991

hears 230 Balaclava Rd, Caulfield

FRI: MAU MAU
SUN ANDY JAMES
ASYLUM

CHATEAU
109 Lit. Lonsdale

MOTHER CACH
BILL POSTING

STICK NO PILLS

THOMAS OF
OBELIA
John Kernen
94 3329 A.H. 052215932

NODDYS BANNED

—-—

BENNY LEEMAN
SINGER-DJ-COMPERE
PORTABLE EQUIPMENT OWN PORTABLE EQUIPMENT
569 0784

THIS SUNDAY NIGHT
GROOP
KINETICS
PIECES OF FIVE
BENNY LEEMAN
PSYCHEDELIC DANCE

NORTHCOTE

BLUE STEWEARS AT
ST. ALBANS
MAIN HALL
SUNDAY NITE
THEN FORTNIGHTLY
The Chevels
7.30-10.30 p.m. 2 GROUPS

KNOMES OF

CATCH

CHELSEA SET
20 4015

TOM FOOLERY

CHURCH OF THE REV. JAMES CARROLL

THE WILD CHERRIES
JIM LEVIN
LAURIE ALLEN
MAX MERRIT
THE METEROS
SOMEBOBIES

INMENT EXCHANGE
94 3329
94 3349

———
BE THE AMCO

GUY OR GAL OF THE YEAR

and WIN

• A $500 MODELLING CONTRACT
• A COMPLETE AMCO WARDROBE

To enter, send a photograph of yourself in casual gear, plus your measurements, name, address and age to Amco Guy and Gal of the Year, 3UZ, 45 Bourke Street, Melbourne. All contestants must be between the ages of 18 and 26.

AND BE LISTENING FOR COMPLETE DETAILS TO 3UZ
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